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Expanding into new markets - HQ enlargement
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The handover to Alan in 1986
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Early days for Alan - 1988
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Batch production - 2011

o meet a rising global demand for its British-designed and made loudspeakers, Harbeth UK
is proud to announce an expansion in production capability. The enlargement was much
needed as the factory was struggling to keep up with orders and reduce lead times.
“When the factory unit next door to our headquarters became available
it was too good an opportunity to turn down”, explains
Conserving the local
an excited MD, Alan Shaw. “Swift
environment - Planning
Approval was needed
negotiations mean that
before the two units can
we now occupy both
be linked.
Units 3 and 4 which is
fantastic news.”
The extra space creates
more storage for Harbeth
to buy in bulk. Bigger
quantities make it easier
to secure vital component
parts in the currently
unstable global economic
environment.
“Holding more stock
means fewer deliveries, fewer
vehicle movements, and fewer
emissions; so we are doing our
bit for the local environment”,
adds Alan who is pictured the
day contacts were signed (see
right) illustrating Harbeth’s newly
enlarged offices and factory
complex.
The Harbeth story has been one of continued expansion. The company was started in a
south London garage by the highly-respected and pioneering BBC speaker designer Dudley
Harwood. He retired and passed the business to Alan Shaw in 1986 (see pictures, left) who
moved it to small premises near his Sussex home. However, he soon outgrew the space and
moved to a larger industrial unit in leafy Lindfield just two years later.
Only days into the new, enlarged HQ premises and Harbeth welcomed international visitors
from Hong Kong and the USA. There is now a spacious conference area, perfect for meetings,
as well as comfortable offices (including one just for Alan!) and more space for the Harbeth
backroom team. Plus, there is even room for Harbeth’s own little loudspeaker museum.

Dozens of earthquake damaged Harbeths now loving restored

N

ews of a remarkable Good Samaritan story only reached the
outside world after it had happened. When Japan was hit by
a catastrophic earthquake, following by flooding from a terrible
tsunami, there was colossal damage over a huge area. Among
the losses was devastation to many pairs of precious Harbeth
speakers. The brand is highly revered in Japan and customers
take great pride in their treasured Harbeth hi-fi. Because it uses
the traditional BBC design of thin-wall cabinets, restoration was
possible by a skilled craftsman brought in by Harbeth Japan’s
Sasamoto san. “The traditional construction methods devised
by the BBC allowed for easy maintenance in studios, and our
customers have benefited from this ”, he explains.

Japan’s Stereo Sound magazine picked up the good news story
in what has been a miserable year for Japanese audiophiles,
and conveyed their admiration for saving these treasured
speakers amid
such widespread
destruction. See
the amazing
restorations on
Page 4.
Tsunami - national
catastrophe in Japan
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Eastern surge

T

here was a warm reception for Harbeth’s hand-crafted
products at the recent Zagreb AV Show. Distributor
Audio Dream had a fine display at the bustling Sheraton
Hotel for the three-day event in the
Croatian capital.
Now in its 17th year, the show’s
theme for 2011 was a return to its
grass roots, with the emphasis truly
on two-channel audio.
“Audio Dream has always used
the fair to show the novelty on
the Croatian market”, explains
Harbeth’s distributor. And so it was
this time. They presented a room
which included products fresh
to the Croatian market - all most
warmly received by a discerning
hi-fi audience.
Among the loudspeakers featured were Harbeth’s
P3ESR, the Compact 7ES3, Super HL5 and the Monitor
30. These were partnered with a Leben CS300XS tube
amplifier, the new Rega Brio amplifier R, the RP3 new

Rega turntable, Rega DA converter
and the Bryston BDP-1 CD player
to create one of the best sounds
of the show.
The event
attracted
many audiophiles and
music lovers over a very successful
weekend at the Sheraton. While
there was still an emphasis on ‘the
best equipment money can buy’ the
global economic downturn meant
there was
the sensible
addition of
‘value for
money’
hi-fi – with many consumers looking
more carefully at how to spend
their money. Harbeth has always
provided an unbeatable priceperformance balance.

Surrounding television

The BBC’s iconic studios are now often used by independent producers
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Five Monitor 30s safely installed in the Television Centre control room

F

ive Harbeth Monitor 30s are now being used to create
some of our most popular television shows in glorious
surround sound. The BBC has installed the Harbeth monitors
at London’s Television Centre which is now also used by
many independent production companies making wellknown national TV programmes.
The massive expansion in the number of TV and radio
channels has given the BBC serious competition for the first
time in its long history. As it is funded by the British taxpayer,
the Government has forced the broadcaster to cut its
operating budget. In every area of its spending cost-cutting
has now become unavoidable.
“In spite of this, when a Reference standard of studio
monitoring is required, the BBC just has to invest in the best”,
admitted a leading sound engineer. “We have to monitor
sound at a standard matching the very best home set-up,
and that’s why we chose Harbeth.
“Past experience has shown that the cost of re-recording
a programme because the sound quality is not good
enough can be ruinously expensive.”
www.harbeth.co.uk
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’Happy little Dutch boy’
We are always delighted to hear from happy Harbeth users around
the word. Mike Veldhuis from Holland talks about his belovèd
Monitor 30s...
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As a kid I had two main hobbies: computers and radios.
Computers actually being the category for programming and
gaming, and radio everything from electronics to 45rpm singles.
Both hobbies evolved and, many years later, the computer
industry became my profession.
It all started with a wooden Grundig mono tube radio. The
reason I called my hobby ‘radio’ was that I could receive Dutch
broadcasts on FM, then German and British ones on MW,
even French stations on LW. But sound quality decreased with
distance and my first experiences of relative tonal differences
in sound quality became obvious. Stereo equipment was
introduced shortly after, and that was a major step forward!
When I think back to those early days it really was all
about the music. Sharing cassettes and LPs or singles
with friends. Being a true fan of an artist. Being able to
reproduce the artist’s performance at home. Somehow
it became a troubled road with ever more changes in
equipment, ending with a home theatre set-up that
stopped me from enjoying music at all.
A year ago I met a couple of real enthusiastic ‘radio’
specialists, the guys at Beter Beeld & Geluid and AudioLife. They introduced me into a great new world of
anti-marketing brands. This is when I met the Harbeth
Monitor 30. I fell in love with the craftsmanship, the
natural sound, the way music is being reproduced.
I am the 11 year-old kid again. Exploring music,
looking into music, being passionate about a
performance. My old hobby has returned!
Thanks Alan, and thanks to the Harbeth team.
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Feel free to send us your own story with a colour photo and we will
try to include it in future editons of the Harbeth newsletter.

Expanding the Euro Harbeth network
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s the Harbeth brand reaches out across the
globe, we are delighted to introduce two
new European distributors, as well as welcoming
back an old friend to the international Harbeth
network.
Audio Dream is based in Zagreb and now
looks after the growing Harbeth base in Croatia.
Contact details for Darin Kostrevec are:
Email: darin.k@audiodream.hr
Web:
www.audiodream.hr
See the Zagreb show report on page 2.
In Slovinia we now have Ljubljana-based
Instek as the Harbeth distributor. The contact
there is Darko Stankovic who is available via his
website at www.intek.si
And 42 audio in Kiev is back representing
Harbeth in Ukraine. Contact details for
Edward Malitskiy are:
Email: info@42audio.com.ua
Web:
www.42audio.com.ua

NEXT TIME...
Great hearing needs
great overall health.
“The looking after yourself
thread on the Harbeth User Group has
raised awareness of this”, explains Alan.
“Our challenge was to create audiophile
exercises which can be done while you
enjoy your music. And we’ve done it!
“We’ve found just the right personal
trainer to create armchair exercises that
even the most dedicated audiophile can
follow.”
Also, we step back 500 years to bring
you exclusive news of our new R&D
facility - you see, even though Harbeth has
expanded to Units 3 and 4, that was just the
start of our expansion plans!
www.harbeth.co.uk
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Quake repairs

From our story at the bottom of Page 1 these graphic examples show how
treasured Harbeth speakers damaged in the Japanese earthquake were
lovingly repaired by a local craftsmen. This restoration was made possible
because the panels of Harbeth’s cabinets can be removed. This allowed the
craftsman to rework the damaged areas and then refit; something just not
viable with trendy single-wrap cabinets.

Those who benefited from the repairs were delighted because in Japanese
culture repair is always preferred over replacement, but rarely possible with
modern throw-away consumer goods.
www.harbeth.co.uk
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Welcoming VIPs

After a revealing day at the factory (centre) there was time for a tour of the capital to see the sights,
including the London Eye (left) and Horse Guards Parade (right, with David Shaw - Alan’s younger son).
for Changing the Guard.

Clockwise, from top-left: up close with London’s red icons; the Houses of Parliament from the London Eye; visiting the Duke of Norfolk’s
Arundel castle; meeting Harbeth production manager Andy Sinden; and just time for some shopping.
Harbeth Audio Ltd, 3-4 Enterprise Park, Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LH UK

www.harbeth.co.uk
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